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John Stuart Mill (20 May 1806 â€“ 8 May 1873), usually cited as J. S. Mill, was a British philosopher, political
economist, and civil servant.One of the most influential thinkers in the history of liberalism, he contributed
widely to social theory, political theory, and political economy.Dubbed "the most influential English-speaking
philosopher of the nineteenth century", Mill's conception of ...
John Stuart Mill - Wikipedia
John Stuart Mill (1806â€“73) was the most influential English language philosopher of the nineteenth century.
He was a naturalist, a utilitarian, and a liberal, whose work explores the consequences of a thoroughgoing
empiricist outlook.
John Stuart Mill (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
On Liberty is a philosophical work by the English philosopher John Stuart Mill, originally intended as a short
essay.The work, published in 1859, applies Mill's ethical system of utilitarianism to society and the state. Mill
attempts to establish standards for the relationship between authority and liberty.He emphasizes the
importance of individuality, which he conceived as a prerequisite to ...
On Liberty - Wikipedia
John Stuart Mill (1806â€“1873) was the most famous and influential British philosopher of the nineteenth
century. He was one of the last systematic philosophers, making significant contributions in logic,
metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, political philosophy, and social theory.
Mill's Moral and Political Philosophy (Stanford
In 1964 John Bell showed how the 1935 "thought experiments" of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen could be
made into real experiments.He put limits on local "hidden variables" that might restore a deterministic physics
in the form of what he called an "inequality," the violation of which would confirm standard quantum
mechanics. Some thinkers, mostly philosophers of science rather than working ...
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